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My name is Darren Wallace and I'm Lead Systems Engineer with dataJAR. - Maybe I should ask my title to be changed to "Adobe Deployment Engineer"?


I've been working with Macs for over 16 years now, starting out as a hardware tech, right through to consultancy and now Systems Engineering.




Daz Wallace 
London Apple Admins | @daz_wallace
https://londonappleadmins.org.uk 

I also help run the London Apple Admins, so if you're ever over in the UK, give us a shout.


You can find me on most places, Slack, Twitter etc as Daz_Wallace. 




At dataJAR we help organisations to manage their Apple devices.

Wether that be initial setup, training, hybrid or full MSP



- With a roughly 50/50 split between EDU & BUSINESS.. (with EDU just edging it)…

- The point of this, it that we’re dogfooding...

- The things I'm going to talk about, are things we're doing for our customers already



This talk

and Today I’m talking about Adobe in education, specifically around SDL and the changes for 2021. Although focussed on education, some of the information we'll cover 
would also be relevant to enterprise deployments


I've delivered variations on this talk for the last few years. This time, I'll be summarising the console and user setup side of things, in order to go into more details around 
the packaging, deployment and management as well as the changes over the last year. I'll also sprinkle in various hints as well as things we've discovered as we get to 
each area.

There will be a number of Articles, blog posts and supporting items I'll be referencing. For any of these there will be a linked blog post shown at the end that will contain a 
full list you can access. Don't worry about trying to jot these down as we go through!



• History


• Changes from CC2018 to 2021


• User Setup


• Package Creation and Deployment


• Maintenance


• Support and Troubleshooting
Content

This talk will look to cover the above areas:

- Recent History of Adobe Releases

- Changes between the previous Device License and the newer Shared Device License (pre CC2019 to the current 2021)

- Setting up the user side of things

- Package creation and deployment

- Maintenance of your Adobe deployments

- And finally, support and troubleshooting options



Glossary

NUL      - Named User Licensing / License

SDL      -  Shared Device Licensing / License

DL      -  Device Licensing / License

SNL      -  Serial Number Licensing / License

CC      -  Creative Cloud (suite)

CCDA -  Creative Cloud Desktop App

CCP -  Creative Cloud Packager

As is tradition, Here's my glossary! In these slides and this presentation, I'll be using a lot of shortened terms, so I thought it handy to have this list beforehand to make 
things a bit easier.


Secondly, I'll have a link to a blog post at the end, this will have a copy of the slides, as well as a Link dump of URLs, so don't rush to take notes!




History

First things first, a short history lesson 





In the beginning, there was the Creative Suites, with a number of different versions. 

This came with the standard (for the time) Serial Number License (SNL). Eventually, for packaging this we had the Adobe Application Manager Enterprise Edition.



With the launch of Creative Cloud in June 2013, we switched to using the Creative Cloud Desktop App (CCDA). This allowed the introduction of Named User Licenses 
(NULs) alongside SNLs, and gave us a new tool for packaging, the Creative Cloud Packager (CCP).



Around May 2014, Adobe added a new subscription model for multi-user devices called a Device License. 



October 2018, Adobe released Creative Cloud 2019.

With this, the Serial Number Licensing and Device License was replaced with a new Shared Device Licensing program. This new license was designed for education use 
on lab / multi-user devices, allowing them to be able to access some Cloud-based services.

With this, we also had a new packaging solution, the Adobe Admin Console, removing the requirement of a dedicated, OS-specific packaging application (at the cost of 
some features).




October 2019, Adobe released Creative Cloud 2020 (note the removal of the "CC" term from the name).

This also brought the minimum supported OS up to macOS High Sierra 10.13 from macOS Sierra 10.12 we had with CC 2019.




November 2020 (a little later than previous years), Adobe released the first half of Creative Cloud 2021, covering most of the non-Video suite.

This raised the minimum supported OS up to macOS Mojave 10.14.

Note: At some point between this release and the rest of Creative Cloud 2021, Adobe also raised the minimum macOS of Creative Cloud 2020, but more on this later.




And finally in March 2021, Adobe released the remainder of the Creative Cloud 2021 titles, as well as starting to release their Apple Silicon native versions of some titles 
and installers.




Changes from CC2018 to 2021

So we went through the biggest amount of change from Adobe CC 2018 to CC2019 and beyond. There are a few core changes to the suite that would like affect Apple 
Engineers in Education (and Enterprise to a degree), outside the usual updating of the year in the title.



Out:  

• Serial Number License (SNL)


• Device License (DL)


In: 

• Shared Device License (SDL)


No Change: 

• Named User License (NUL) / Teams


• Feature Restricted Licensing (FRL)

Licensing Changes

First up, we're seeing changes with the licensing on-device that Adobe are using. 

So out goes the previous Serial Number based license (SNL), as well as the newer Device License (DL) used with CC2018 and older.

In comes this new concept of a Shared Device license that we'll cover at various points today.

There's no change for the support of Named User Licensing (NUL - where you assign licenses direct to users), or for Feature Restricted Licensing (FRL).

We'll not cover much more on FRL here but this is an enterprise-only license model initially intended for air-gapped devices, often in broadcasting environments. 



• Move away from device-only licensing 


• Move to login-based device licensing

Login Changes

The probably biggest difference is the move away from Serial Number and Device licensing, to a new Shared Device Licensing.

The device itself is still the object that is licensed, but in order for a user to use any of the applications, they'll need to login with an Adobe ID of some kind. 

This Adobe ID needs be individual per actual user and generic Adobe IDs are not allowed as per Adobe's own Terms and Conditions of use.

Logins can be cached so those of you utilising a single local user account per Mac need to ensure your users are logging out of their Adobe account before logging off 
the device. 



• More types of Adobe ID:


• Adobe ID


• Enterprise ID 


• Federated ID
Adobe ID Changes

There are now 3 different types of Adobe ID you can create for your users, a standard Adobe ID, Enterprise ID and a Federated ID.


The main differences revolve around data ownership and account provisioning with various pros and cons of each option. I'll get into these in a bit more detail later in this 
talk.



• Cloud storage


• Cloud Libraries 


• Cloud Assets


• Cloud Fonts
Cloud Storage 

Changes

Not all of the changes are bad, and with the new requirement for an Adobe ID login to use the Apps, your users can now take advantage of the Adobe Cloud storage and 
related features, including Cloud-based assets, fonts, images and libraries.


Additionally, with Education you can assign each user a free Spark license which will grant 2GB of storage to each of your users. This is something I'd strongly 
recommend. 



• Changes to creating Adobe packages


• No more packaging application


• Web-based packaging

Package Changes

And the last big change, how you create your Adobe packages.

Gone is the local Applications of old, such as the Creative Cloud Packager (CCP). In it's place, we now have a web-based Admin portal for all of your packaging needs. 
We'll also dive a bit more into this later in the talk



User Setup

So with those changes, lets take a deep dive on some of them, starting off with setting up your users to be able to use the new SDL



• Adobe ID


• Enterprise ID


• Federated ID

Adobe ID Type

So the first thing is to decide on what type of Adobe ID suits your needs:

Adobe ID, Enterprise ID or Federated ID

Depending on your needs and method of provisioning, you may be forced into a specific type of ID



• Created by the user


• All data is managed and owned by the user


• Can be invited to the organisation 

Adobe ID

With Adobe IDs, these will need to be created by the end user.

As the end user creates these, they retain ownership of the ID, as well as any data created and stored within.

Adobe handles the authentication, including password policies and resets

As an administrator, you can invite these IDs into your Organisation, as well as boot them out but you cannot lock them, delete them or otherwise take them over from the 
user.



• Created by the organisation


• All data is managed and owned by the 
organisation


• All products and services controlled by the 
organisation

Enterprise ID

With Enterprise Adobe IDs, these will need to be created by the organisation and issued to the user

As a result, ownership of the ID, and data stays with the organisation and emergency access can be granted at any time

Adobe still handles the authentication, but as an administrator, you can grant and revoke access to services and products, as well as lock or delete the account



• Created by the organisation via SSO/SAML2


• All data is managed and owned by the 
organisation


• All products and services controlled by the 
organisation

Federated ID

And lastly with Federated Adobe IDs, these will need to be created by the organisation and linked to an enterprise directory via a federation with a SSO / SAML2 provider

The best way to think about a Federated Adobe ID is it's an Enterprise ID, with the authentication (and possibly provisioning) handled by an external source.



Adobe IDs

Adobe have much more detail on their "Set up identity" Article on each of the various advantages, disadvantages and uses.


I'll pop a link in the blog post for this guide



1. Create Directory 


2. Setup Domain/s


3. Link Domain/s


4. Provision Users
Initial Setup

So now you've decided on which type of ID you'll use, you'll need to setup things within your Adobe Console to accept those users.

We'll review the steps from a high level, but Adobe does have a great detailed guide to walk you through the process if you haven't done it before.


Note: If you're planning to use Microsoft Azure SSO or Google Federation integration, there's a different process to follow which I'll mention later.



1. Create Directory 

So firstly you'll need to create an Adobe Directory to store user information for Enterprise or Federated IDs.

The steps for this are pretty simple and I've included a screenshot above. Previously this could take up to 48 hours to provision so it's worth starting sooner rather than 
later.



• Setup your authentication domains


• Will require access to the DNS records


• Not required if using Azure / Google 
Federation 

2. Setup Domain/s

Once you have your directory setup, you'll need to setup your domains for the email addresses users will be authenticating from

This will require some DNS records be created so ensure to have the correct administrator on hand.

Last point: If you're using the Azure AD Connector or Google Federation sync, you do not need to manually add your Domains. Selected domains from the IdP setup are 
automatically synced over.



3. Link Domain/s

Once you have your domain/s added, you'll need to link them to your directory to complete the setup. 


You can link multiple domains to the same directory, but they must all share the same SSO settings.



• Azure / Google Connector


• User Sync Tool


• Admin Console


• API
4. User Provisioning

And now your last step, provision your users within the Adobe console. This can be done via the Azure or Google connectors, the User Sync Tool, manually via the admin 
console or via the REST API



• Automatic user provisioning


• Automatic license provisioning 


• Only suitable for new installations

Azure / Google

The Azure and Google Federation configurations are the best way to add your users to the admin console.

They allow the automatic provisioning of user accounts and licenses, as well as offering a unified authentication experience for your users.


The main downside is if you already have these things configured using the (now) legacy connectors, there still isn't a migration path to move you onto the latest 
implementation with these automatic provisioning features 



• Command line utility


• Syncs LDAP / AD data to the Admin Console


• Allows the automation of license assignments

User Sync Tool

The next best option is the User Sync Tool.

This is a command line utility that can take user and group information from an LDAP or AD solution, and synchronise it to your Admin Console 

You can then use that group membership, and ongoing syncing, to control which users get which licenses automatically. 



• CSV Import


• Manual Artisan crafted 

Admin Console

The next option is directly in the Admin Console.

This can be in the form of a CSV upload, or some Artisianly crafted accounts - aka someone goes in and manually clicks the buttons.


This isn't something I'd really recommend as it is so manual and boring!



• REST API


• Access to users, groups, and entitlements


• Custom User Sync Tool?

API

There is also a User Management REST API Adobe provide.

This gives access to users, groups and entitlements / license assignments - much like the User Sync Tool.

I've not spent any real time with the API, but it sounds like you could maybe build your own User Sync Tool, if you wanted?




• Cloud Storage


• Data leakage 


• Choosing the right Adobe ID type

Data Ownership

One final section regarding your users is data ownership. We touched on this briefly already but it's worth raising again. 


Depending on the Adobe licenses you issue to your users, they'll have access to cloud storage. This could be used as an avenue to be share institutional data outside.


With a standard Adobe ID the ownership of that data, regardless of where it's come from, is retained with the user. With the Enterprise and Federated IDs the data 
ownership remains with the organisation and access can be requested at any time.


It's back to choosing the right option for your situation and organisation.



• What about when a user leaves?

Data Migration

What about when a user leaves the organisation? Is it possible for them to take their school work and projects away with them?



Well yes. Adobe have a feature where you can allow your end users to migrate their data from their Federated or Enterprise ID into a personal account. You can find this 
setting in your Admin console. Once enabled, users can trigger a Self Service style process to migrate the data over.


We've just spoke about the importance of data ownership, so when might this be a good idea? This is a great thing for Students who are leaving your institute and might 
want to carry their work forward with them. Think of this as like a student taking their exercise books and project folders home after finishing their education journey with 
you



Package Creation and Deployment

So you've been through all the guides and instructions to setup the back end for your users. What's next? 

Time to get those software titles packaged and deployed out!



• Fully self service


• Fully managed

Software Distribution 

For software distribution you have 2 core options, Self Service via the CCDA, or fully managed.



• Via the CCDA


• Admin rights optional


• Lack of control

Self Service

You can run with a Self Service model, by deploying the CCDA with minimal restrictions, your users can install which ever Adobe apps and versions they require when the 
need them. You can even configure the CCDA to allow these installations without any local administration rights!


This option has some nice compromises between flexibility for your users, whilst providing them with the tools to self-enable. 


On the flip side, you lose a lot of control over what titles are deployed, and of what versions. As a result, this is not something I'd suggest for labs of devices, and other 
areas where consistency is required. 



• Deploying prepared packages


• Admin controlled deployments


• More labour intensive 

Fully Managed

The other option you have, and one that has the most advantages for education, is the fully managed option. This involves one of you folks creating Adobe deployment 
packages via the Admin console, and deploying these out via your management system of choice.


This gives you the ability to control and manage the titles and versions going out to your fleet, but at the cost of more work for yourself!


As this tends to be the better option for education, this is the method we'll be concentrating on during this talk.



• Web console


• Configuration options


• Plugins


• Expired Vs Out of date
Package Creation

With the package creation itself, there have been a number of changes:

- You now use the web console instead of a dedicated app

- You have the option of setting a number of configuration options

- New for this year, you can add plugins to your packages!

- And with this, is the new concept of packages expiring and / or becoming out of date



As mentioned, you now need to use the Web console to create your packages.

This replaces the old Creative Cloud Packager solution, and allows you to create packages for other platforms (such as Windows) without being physically on that 
platform.


Unfortunately, this was at the cost of the automation we were able to leverage with CCP.



Once in this packages section, click the "Create a Package" option to get started. this will kick off the package creation wizard



This Wizard will first ask you to chose the license type,  
For NUL Packages only, you can choose the package type

Next Language and architecture options. More on this last bit later.  

And then which titles you wish to include with this package. 

Side Note: All of these packages will always include CCDA. You can actually not add any titles and produce a CCDA-only package via this method!

For NUL Packages you can opt to include plugins relevant to the titles you've added so far

You can then select whichever options you wish configured by this package

And lastly, give your package a name and kick off the build! 




• Configured during package creation


• Beware of conflicts!


• User managed installations


• Non-Admin installations


• CCDA Auto-Update


• CCDA controlled plugins


• File Syncing


• Custom installation locations

Configuration Options

We mentioned that you can set your configuration options on the package during this process. Be aware that if you deploy multiple Adobe packages with conflicting 
settings, typically the last installation wins, but this interaction is undefined (to use an Apple term)

The options you have at your disposal here include:

• Allowing users to install and update their own Apps

• Allow non-admin users to install and update Apps

• Disabling Auto-Update - This won't affect things like CCDA updating itself, as well as admin tools like RUM and installer packages from working

• Allowing users to install their own plugins from CCDA

• Disabling File Syncing

• Customising the installation location for your package




Package expiry

One thing you may have noticed that is that packages you create will expire after 3 days. 

At this stage the download link will instead change to a "Expired" message. If you need to download a new copy of this package, you will need to run through the 
package creation steps from scratch. 



Out of date

On this same screen, you can also see if your previous packages still have the latest versions of titles. 

For titles that are out of date (expired or not), you can select the package and go through a shortened workflow to create an updated version of the same package



This can optionally include any components without updates (so you can still use the same package for an initial installation)



So new last year was the change to suppling any Adobe Downloads from the admin console in a downloader App 


Effectively you'd create your package, download a DMG with a downloader App, and use this to download the zipped installer packages. 

This change in behaviour still catches mac admins out today.



• Download the downloader to download your 
package


• To stop quarantine flags on installer packages 


• Can be reapplied by sharing via web 
browsers etc


• Possibly AirDrop too


xattr -dr com.apple.quarantine /path/to/pkg
Downloader App

So why?

Well, Adobe packages are fairly complex with multiple moving parts - more so than most venders - and any downloads on macOS from most (all?) web browsers would 
add a quarantine flag to the downloaded zip files. Recently these flags were being passed onto Adobe installer packages when unzipped, causing lots of installation 
failures.


With the downloader App, the flag or attribute is applied to that App, but not to the downloaded content.


This same problematic quarantine bit can be re-applied when sharing the packages around (such as via Google Drive or Dropbox), with some reports that this may 
happen with AirDrop transfers too.


If you see installation failures after transfering these installers around outside your management tool, you can run the above command to clear these out.




One other limitation which first showed up on macOS Big Sur, is you can only have one of these Downloader Apps open at any one time.

Previous to this, you could open them all up, kick off the downloads and go take lunch knowing they'd all be finished by the time you return.


macosxbytes did a great blog on the issue, which Adobe stated was not a supported workflow and has some risk around running multiple copies of the downloader at 
once. For those more adventurous, it is possible to launch the Download App multiple times on Big Sur from the command line, but at your own risk!



• Most Adobe titles will run under Rosetta 2


• Currently native: 


• Lightroom


• Photoshop


• Illustrator


• InDesign


• Lightroom Classic


• Native Apps Vs Native Installers

Apple Silicon Support

So what about support for Apple's newest Macs running non-Intel chipsets?

- Most Adobe titles will run under Rosetta 2, deployed through your current installers

- At the time of writing, there are 5 Adobe macOS titles with universal binary support - Lightroom, and Photoshop with Illustrator, InDesign and Lightroom Classic added 

on Tuesday,

One thing to point out is that there is a difference between the Application being universal, and the package you create, also being universal.


What do I mean? Well...



First of all you have two different architectures of the titles.   
For example, Photoshop 2021 will deploy a universal App that works on both Intel and Apple Silicon Macs natively.

Premiere Pro 2021 however, will only work with Intel natively, and Apple Silicon Macs via Rosetta 2.


If you are supporting both Intel and Apple Silicon Macs, you'd expect to need to use one package for Photoshop (as it's universal) and one package for Premiere Pro (as 
it's intel-only, and you'd deploy with Rosetta 2 as needed). 

Unfortunately it's not quite that easy, due to an implementation choice Adobe have made...



When you create your admin console packages, you'll see this screen with new options for macOS ^ 




If you pick the macOS (Intel) platform the resulting package will be configured in such a way that the Adobe deployment tools will _only_ install this onto Intel devices.

In the same way, if you pick the macOS (Apple Silicon) platform, the resulting package will _only_ install onto Apple Silicon devices. 


This is regardless of what platform or architecture the title inside the package supports and will require you to create and manage 2 packages per Adobe title to cover 
both platforms

Think this isn't great? I'll chuck a link to an Adobe FR in the blog post that I'd strongly request you all up-vote.



• On release Adobe 2020 support macOS 
10.13+


• October / November 2020, this became 
10.14+


• Updates may remove installations
Minimum OS Versions

This is something that caught us out - Adobe 2020 titles generally all shipped with a minimum macOS version of 10.13. 

At some point in October / November 2020, newer patches were released which had a minimum macOS version of 10.14.

If you tried to install these updates via Admin console packages to macOS 10.13 they would fail, but only after the Adobe deployment tools attempted part of the install.

This resulted in the already installed, slightly older version of a title being removed from the Macs in question.

For example, you'd started with an unpatched version of After Effects 2020 on macOS 10.13, and would end up with no After Effects 2020 installed!




• /path/to/package/Contents/Info.plist


• /path/to/package/Contents/Resources/HD/
[SAP Code]/[Application Name].zip


<key>LSMinimumSystemVersion</key>
<string>10 . 4 . 3</string>Minimum OS Versions

So how can you check for these?

Well the honest answer is it's very difficult.

For some titles, it's in the Info.plist file near the top of the package contents.

For others it's embedded in the package payload for the installation, and is in a terrible format as shown above. 

And for others, we just haven't been able to find it. 

My suggestion would be to keep an eye on your fleet, and test your packages when you can.



./[package name]/Build/[package name]_Install.pkg/
Contents/Resources/HD/[SAP Code]/appIcon.png

./[package name]/Build/[package name]_Install.pkg/
Contents/Resources/HD/[SAP Code]/appIcon2x.png

Icons

A quick mention on Icons, if you utilise Munki's Software Centre, Jamf's Self Service or a similar tool to make these install available to your users, it makes sense to dress 
these up with some good looking icons for each title!


These can be very easily grabbed from each installation package without going through a full installation, from paths shown above.


I have a blog detailing this a little more and will add a link to the post for this talk




AutoPKG recipes

Last one for package creation, if you're a big fan of AutoPKG we have AutoPKG recipes that can be used on your locally downloaded installation packages to import 
them into Munki and Jamf. 


The custom processors will pull apart the Adobe package, ensure to collect the right data of exactly what's being deployed to disk, adds this to the Munki installs array 
(or a Jamf Smart Group) and uploads those items for you.


There are some requirements to use it



• Managed Packages only


• Named: Adobe[AppName]2021


• AdobeAfterEffects2021


• AdobePhotoshop2021


• AdobeAcrobatDC2021-Intel


• AdobeAcrobatDC2021-ARM


• Unzipped directory needs to match package 
name

AutoPKG recipes

For those requirements:

These must be of the Managed Packages type only, not the self service ones. These should be produced by default when using SDL, but must be selected when using 
NUL

Named in the format Adobe[AppName]2021 with no spaces

With the must recent commits we can also accept packages that start with "Adobe" and have "2021" somewhere in the name. This is to accommodate the fact you'll 
need to build the same packages twice for different architectures 

Lastly, the unzipped directory must match the package name and shouldn't be renamed.




• Create AutoPKG recipe overrides of 


• Adobe 2021 Import.jss.recipe or Adobe 
2021 Import.munki.recipe

• For example


• AdobePhotoshop2021.jss.recipe

• Don't forget to edit the recipe contents


• Run:


• /path/to/Adobe2021Importer.py jss


• /path/to/Adobe2021Importer.py munki

AutoPKG recipes

Once ready, create your recipe overrides as you would do normally, using the name of the package from the console as the recipe name 

Don't forget to open your new overrides and fill in the areas such as Name, Description etc.

And finally run the importer script with either jss or munki as the option.



• Check for Directories in ~/Downloads


• Find any starting with "Adobe" and containing "2021"


• Build a recipe list using the directory name as the 
recipe name


• Run the recipe list, using a custom processor AutoPKG recipes

The script will now:

- Go off and check your downloads folder for directories beginning with "adobe" and containing "2021"

- Build a recipe list using the found directories and either jss or munki in the correct place

- And run the recipe list using a custom processor.



• General installation recommendations


• Blocking Applications


• Munki installation recommendations


• Jamf upload / installation recommendations


• Over-deployment of SDLs


• Maxon Cinema 4D
Package Deployment

Now you have your packages created lets move onto getting them deployed. We'll take a look at 

- General installation recommendations 

- Blocking Applications

- Specific Munki recommendations

- Specific Jamf recommendations

- Over-deployment of SDLs 

- And a little bit on Maxon Cinema 4D



• Avoid using one "mega" package


• Build for expected failures


• Install at the login window
General Installation 
Recommendations 

Our first recommendation is to not have a single "mega" package of all the titles, and instead create a package per Adobe title. This has a larger administrative overhead, 
but will increase the success rate of your deployments.

Bear in mind:

- There's a risk that any of the titles could fail an installation

- If an Adobe installation fails, it will remove all titles deployed via that same package

- Therefore by increasing the number of titles deployed via the same package, you're increasing the risk that no Adobe titles will make it onto the disk

Additionally, if you have one large package with all Adobe titles presence, how would you handle when a single title gets an important update? With individual packages, 
you can swap out the old package for a new one.




• Avoid using one "mega" package


• Build for expected failures


• Install at the login window
General Installation 
Recommendations 

Build for expected failures - This isn't just limited to Adobe titles. Expect some of your deployments to fail, and use the power in your deployment tools to detect this and 
try again. These failures could be anything from device going to sleep, losing network connection or simply needing to be run again to work around a temporary issue.

With Munki you can utilise the installs array to detect if an install worked - If it didn't, Munki will try again on it's next run.

With Jamf, utilise Smart Groups to detect a successful installation, in the same way as Munki. Use this with your policies to have them automatically re-try.


Lastly, if at all possible, have the Adobe packages install at the login window for the most success. This is mostly due to blocking Applications - speaking of which...



• Application and processes preventing 
installation and patching


• Affects reliability of deployment packages


• Acrobat: Microsoft Outlook and Safari


• Try and install at the login windowBlocking Applications

One challenge you may see when trying to deploy and patch Adobe titles is blocking Applications. These are items that a user may be running, or may be running in the 
background that, will stop or cause failures when you try to push out an install or update.

Some of these items might not be obvious or easy for the user to close.

A good example is Adobe Acrobat - This will fail if either Microsoft Outlook, or Safari are open. This is due to Acrobat trying to update PDF related plugins in these 
applications, although this hasn't been a thing with Safari for years. - The Safari requirement should be removed from a further Acrobat package in the next few months.


As a result, we'd strongly recommend trying to install and patch Adobe titles, when a user isn't logged in. For Munki, simply set the Adobe packages to "require logout" 
to achieve this.



• Use a custom installs array


• Set RestartAction to RequireLogout

• Remove installer_type key
Munki Installation 

Recommendations

For you Munki admins out there, you're almost certainly going to need to use a custom installs array to make sure that Munki can detect the Adobe installation fine. 
Adobe packages are actually just wrappers around their custom deployment toolset, and so you can't rely on the usual package information.

As mentioned before, we'd strongly suggest these titles are installed at logout. The easiest way to do this is by setting the restart action key to require logout.

And lastly, with newer Adobe packages you might be seeing a lot of failures with Error 82. I did some testing and have a nice write up on this I'll add a link to, but 
basically:

- When importing an Adobe title, Munki will set the install type key to the value Adobe CCP Installer.

- This triggers some previously required Adobe-specific Munki code, which is affected by unknown changes to Adobe's deployment tools. In my testing, this is no longer 

needed for Adobe 2020 and newer

- Simply set this key to no value, or remove it altogether in your package info and see if that solves your issue



• Use Smart Computer Groups carefully


• Try installation polices at logout

• Zipping packages prior to upload
Jamf Installation 

Recommendations

For the Jamf side of things, there's a few initial recommendations:

- When using Smart Computer Groups, be aware of what titles are actually called on disk.


- For example, Adobe Photoshop has had the year in the name - e.g. Adobe Photoshop 2020.app. This can be used fine in a smart group just to look for the 
application title.


- On the other hand Illustrator has been called literally Adobe Illustrator.app for the last few major versions. If you're trying to detect Illustrator 2020 verses 2021 
you'll need to also use the application version comparison.


- Also for the reasons mentioned already, try to run your installations when a user isn't logged in. Currently, this is likely to be via the Logout trigger, or you'd need to build 
something out yourself.



• Use Smart Computer Groups carefully


• Try installation polices at logout

• Zipping packages prior to upload
Jamf Installation 

Recommendations

- Lastly, Package deployment. With Adobe packages not being flat packages, Jamf must zip them prior to upload. The process can sometimes not complete well and 
cause failures with the upload or deployment. As a general good practice, I'd suggest taking the final package from Adobe (fully downloaded and unzipped), then zip it 
up via the Finder, and upload this. Jamf should know what to do with this zipped package during the upload and at deployment time.




Over-deployment of 
SDLs

Over-deployment of SDLs

Adobe offer some education institutes an Enterprise Term License Agreement (or ETLA ). Although this side of Adobe licensing isn't something I have to deal with 
(thankfully) - I believe this allows you to pay Adobe based on the users in your institute, rather than the specific number of seats and as a result you can over-deploy your 
SDLs to more devices.

If you're lucky enough to have this, your SDLs will show as X out of 1 in the Products section of your portal, as shown above. This means you can (almost) freely deploy 
SDL to all your shared devices, and not have to worry about if you're over on your SDL count.


For those without this, I'm afraid you'll need to be more frugal on your deployment, but I'll discuss delicensing a little later




Maxon Cinema 4D

And lastly, Maxon Cinema 4D.

So if you've been deploying certain Adobe titles in the last few years, you may have noticed that a copy of Cinema 4D also is installed. 

This will get installed as part of the After Effects package and is needed to utilise some of the plugins and options from Cinema 4D in After Effects. 

This is a trial or lite version, but there is risk of overlapping with a full installation you deploy yourself. Just something to be aware of if you also deploy Cinema 4D 
separately 



Maintenance

Right, so you have your users sorted, your packages created and deployed out, what next?

In this section, we'll look to cover some maintenance and management tasks you may want to perform.



• Settings for the CCDA


• Stored in the ServiceConfig file


• /Library/Application Support/Adobe/OOBE/
Configs/ServiceConfig.xml


• Allow file syncing


• Allow App installation and update


• Hide / Show certain panels
Settings Management

First up, is settings management. 

Now this isn't covering the in-depth options inside each Adobe title, but rather the various settings for the CCDA. 

Remember those options we picked during package creation? Those can actually be edited after the fact!

The configuration file can be found at "/Library/Application Support/Adobe/OOBE/Configs/ServiceConfig.xml" and can be edited, post-install, to change things such as 
allowing file sync, allow self service app installation and updates, and to hide or show certain panels.

Both Ben (Mac Mule) and Neil (Sound Mac Guy) have great blog posts on this which I'll share in the related post for this talk.

One thing to bear in mind, if you do edit this file, I'd suggest capturing it in a package, and re-deploying after your Adobe updates to ensure your customised settings 
aren't changed.



License Decoding

Late last year, Adobe released a free open source tool called the Adobe License Decoder or ALD. 

The ALD can be run on devices with titles installed, on installation packages, and on recovered Service Config directories to decode if the item in question is using an 
SDL or a Feature Restricted License.

This can be handy if you're having licensing oddities on your devices as part of your troubleshooting workflow. 




On device:


./adobe-license-decoder

License Decoding

Once you have the ALD downloaded onto a device, you can run it with no options to check the local device's licensing 



On package:


./adobe-license-decoder \

/path/to/Adobe/Directory/

License Decoding

Or if you have a package, drag this in after the command.

Note: This will read the .ccp file from the directory structure 



On directory:


./adobe-license-decoder \

/path/to/copied/OperatingConfigs/

License Decoding

And you can grab the Operating Configs directory from /Library/Application Support/Adobe/OperatingConfigs from another Mac, and point the ALD at that



Error: There are no licenses installed on 
this computer

License Decoding

If no Adobe applications are detected, the device is unlicensed, or using NUL, you'll get the above output.



License Decoding

13: [REDACTED]-…-90.operatingconfig 
App ID: MediaEncoder1 
Install date: 2021-03-06 15:49:41 +00:00 
14: [REDACTED]-…-90.operatingconfig 
App ID: Nimbus1 
Install date: 2021-03-06 15:49:54 +00:00 
15: [REDACTED]-…-90.operatingconfig 
App ID: Photoshop1 
Install date: 2021-03-06 15:49:36 +00:00 
16: [REDACTED]-…-90.operatingconfig 
App ID: Prelude1 
Install date: 2021-03-06 15:49:34 +00:00 
17: [REDACTED]-…-90.operatingconfig 
App ID: PremierePro1 
Install date: 2021-03-06 15:49:52 +00:00 
18: [REDACTED]-…-90.operatingconfig 
App ID: Rush1 
Install date: 2021-03-06 15:49:55 +00:00

And what if you have some Adobe Apps installed with an SDL? You'll get the above. It's fairly long and wordy output. 

I've also redacted the NPD ID incase it's confidential.



License files for npdId: [REDACTED]: 
License type: SDL 
License expiry date: controlled by server 
Precedence: 90 (CC All Apps)

License Decoding

The important bit is at the top here where you'll see the type of license and the expiry date.


Pretty handy



License Decoding

https://github.com/Daz-wallace/blog-snippets/tree/master/Adobe%20License%20Decoder

For you Jamf admins out there, I've also knocked up an Extension attribute that can use the ALD to give you this information from your devices. You can find the link 
above 



License Decoding

https://github.com/autopkg/dataJAR-recipes/tree/master/Adobe%20License%20Decoder

And as this needs the ALD to be deployed to devices to use the EA, we have an AutoPKG recipe in our dataJAR repo, linked above.



• Updates Vs Upgrades 


• Option 1: Your Users (or Self Service via 
CCDA)


• Option 2: RUM! 


• Option 3: Managed Packages Updates

What about installing updates for your Adobe Products?  

First of all, to confirm this is to do with updates to titles within the same major version. For upgrades, you'll need to have your users install from the CCDA or deploy out 
fresh packages to, for example, move from Photoshop 2020 to Photoshop 2021

Your first option here would be to allow your users to install their own updates through CCDA. This option can work well for individuals but would be a nightmare for labs!

Your second option is to use the Adobe Remote Update Manager or RUM. RUM is a command line tool from Adobe that can be used to perform title updates. Again, it 
can't perform upgrades, and can't be used for an initial installation of each title, but may be enough to suit your needs. Again, I'll link out to another blog post that covers 
this in more detail.



• Updates Vs Upgrades 


• Option 1: Your Users (or Self Service via 
CCDA)


• Option 2: RUM! 


• Option 3: Managed Packages Updates

Your last option is to use Managed Packages. This involves you as an admin creating an updated package from the Adobe console, and redistributing this to your 
devices. The advantages here are that you can control the updates that go out to your devices, and you can use these same packages for both an initial installation as 
well as an update! However, this would be at the cost of the extra time and effort from an administration standpoint.



"Packages" Tab -> "Preferences" sidebar item -> "Notifications" section

It's also worth pointing out that you can be automatically notified of updated versions of Apps to be packaged via email!

Under the Packages tab, click Preferences on the left and tick the option under the "Notifications" section

We have ours going into our ticketing system, which is picked up by one of our engineers



• Installs Adobe Application updates


• Mac and Windows


• Works with local Adobe Update Server/s


• Cannot be used to upgrade titles


• Cannot be used for the initial install of titles


• Cannot patch the Gaming SDK, Adobe AIR or 
the CCDA


• Cannot patch itself

What is RUM?

So lets dive a little further into the Remote Update Manager or RUM.

RUM is a command line tool that has been around for a few years now to install Adobe updates on devices. There's versions of RUM for Mac and Windows, and it can 
work with a local Adobe Update Server if you fancy using one.

There are some limitations with RUM however:

- It can only perform updates to titles already installed. It won't be able to perform upgrades (e.g. from Photoshop 2020 to Photoshop 2021), and it can't perform initial 

installs of titles.

- It also can't be used to patch the Gaming SDK, Adobe AIR, or the CCDA

- It also cannot patch itself, so you can't use RUM to patch RUM.



Perhaps there needs to be an Adobe Remote Update Manager Update Manager.

Would that be a RUM RUM? Or a double measure of RUM?


Anyway...



• Direct download


• "Packages” -> “Tools” -> “Remote Update 
Manager”


• Downloads the binary


• Suggest deploying this to 


• /usr/local/bin/RemoteUpdateManagerHow do I get RUM?

There's three main ways to get a copy of RUM to install onto your devices.

- The first way is through the admin console, under Packages” -> “Tools” -> “Remote Update Manager". 

- This will just download the binary and so would need you to package it to deploy to your devices.

- I'd suggest deploying this to /usr/local/bin/RemoteUpdateManager since this is where the Adobe Package will install it to



• Include in Application Packages


• Configurable under the "Options" step


• Deploys to: 


• /usr/local/bin/RemoteUpdateManager
How do I get RUM?

Talking about packages, you also have the option to include RUM automatically in your Adobe Admin console packages.

This is a much easier method as it's simply a single tick box under the "options" section of the package creation wizard

This will also deploy the binary to the previously mentioned location at /usr/local/bin/RemoteUpdateManager



How do I get RUM?

The option can be found here in the packaging wizard



• AutoPKG recipe


• Moof IT's repo


• https://github.com/autopkg/moofit-recipes/
blob/master/Adobe/
RemoteUpdateManager.pkg.recipe


• /usr/local/bin/RemoteUpdateManagerHow do I use RUM?

And lastly, there's also an AutoPKG recipe from Moof IT, and this will also place the tool into 

/usr/local/bin/RemoteUpdateManager



• Command line tool


• No GUI


• Requires Admin rights

How do I use RUM?

So how do you use RUM?

As mentioned, this is a command line tool, so no GUI.

Unlike the Licensing toolkit, it will require Admin rights so any scripts you run using it need to take this into consideration.

Lets take a look at an example command



/usr/local/bin/RemoteUpdateManager \
--channelIds=XXX \
--productVersions=XXX \
--action=XXX

This first line is the typical path to the binary, although this can vary depending on how you are deploying it to local devices.




/usr/local/bin/RemoteUpdateManager \
--channelIds=XXX \
--productVersions=XXX \
--action=XXX

https://helpx.adobe.com/uk/enterprise/admin-guide.html/uk/enterprise/kb/remote-update-
manager-channel-ids.ug.html

Next up is the Channel ID or IDs of the titles you wish to work on. 

Channel IDs are the values used to denote the specific Adobe title and version.

You can specify multiple Channel IDs separated by a comma (but no space) to work on multiple in the same command. You can also completely omit the Channel ID 
option to have RUM work on all installed applications. 

There's a list of these at the URL shown above.

One thing to note is that these Channel IDs only apply to titles up to CC 2015. For newer titles you should use the ProductVersions option instead.



/usr/local/bin/RemoteUpdateManager \
--channelIds=XXX \
--productVersions=XXX \
--action=XXX

https://helpx.adobe.com/uk/enterprise/admin-guide.html/uk/enterprise/kb/apps-deployed-
without-base-versions.ug.html

Talking of Product versions, these are the same as Channel IDs, but just for newer titles (after CC 2015).

Instead of using a list of IDs, you instead use the SAP code of the title. Again, you can specify multiple SAP Codes separated by a comma. 

And again, there's a list of these at the URL shown above.



/usr/local/bin/RemoteUpdateManager \
--channelIds=XXX \
--productVersions=XXX \
--action=XXX

And lastly we have the action commands.  If no action is provided the tool will go off and install any available updates it can find



--action=list
--action=download
--action=install

Other than that, there are three valid options for an action: list, download and install.

- List will check and display a list of available updates for the device. The ouput can be a little tricky, but it wouldn't surprise me if someone couldn't turn it into 

something like a Jamf Extension Attribute

- Download will check and download the specified updates that are available, and it will not carry out any installations

- And lastly, Install will check, download and install the specified updates that are available. If an update has already been downloaded, RUM will use the local copy.

One helpful thing to note, the Install command will also install any updated supported items, such as Camera RAW updates, automatically if needed.



• Installed items:


• Photoshop 2021 (v22.2.0 current at the time)


• Photoshop 2020 (v21.2.0, not current)


• Premiere Pro 2020 (v14.3, not current)
RUM Examples

So what about some examples when using RUM?

For these I have Adobe Photoshop 2021 installed with the current version (at the time)

Photoshop 2020 installed at an older version

and Premiere Pro 2020 installed also at an older version



sudo /usr/local/bin/RemoteUpdateManager

RemoteUpdateManager version is : 2.5.0.3 

Starting the RemoteUpdateManager... 

************************************************** 

No new updates are available for Acrobat/Reader 

************************************************** 

Following Updates are applicable on the system : 

(PPRO/14.9.0.52/osx10-64) 

(PHSP/21.2.5.441/osx10-64)  

**************************************************  

Following Updates are to be downloaded : 

(PPRO/14.9.0.52/osx10-64) 

(PHSP/21.2.5.441/osx10-64)  

**************************************************  

*** Downloading (PPRO/14.9.0.52/osx10-64) ...  

*** Successfully downloaded (PPRO/14.9.0.52/osx10-64) ...  

So for our first example, we're just going to run RUM with no additional commands or actions

You can see here that RUM has picked up the need to update Photoshop and Premiere Pro 2020 and has started the downloads of those titles 



sudo /usr/local/bin/RemoteUpdateManager

All Updates downloaded successfully ...  

**************************************************  

*** Installing (PPRO/14.9.0.52/osx10-64) ...  

*** Successfully installed (PPRO/14.9.0.52/osx10-64) ...  

*** Installing (PHSP/21.2.5.441/osx10-64) ...  

*** Successfully installed (PHSP/21.2.5.441/osx10-64) ...  

All Updates installed successfully ...  

**************************************************  

Following Updates were successfully installed : 

(PHSP/21.0/21.2.5/osx10-64) 

(PPRO/14.0/14.9/osx10-64)  

**************************************************  

RemoteUpdateManager exiting with Return Code (0)

And if we move further down, you can see the updates being installed and RUM exiting with a return code of 0

Job done!



sudo /usr/local/bin/RemoteUpdateManager

RemoteUpdateManager version is : 2.5.0.3  

Starting the RemoteUpdateManager...  

**************************************************  

No new updates are available for Acrobat/Reader  

**************************************************  

Following Updates are applicable on the system :  

(PPRO/14.9.0.52/osx10-64)  

(PHSP/21.2.5.441/osx10-64)  

**************************************************  

Following Updates are to be downloaded :  

(PPRO/14.9.0.52/osx10-64)  

(PHSP/21.2.5.441/osx10-64)  

**************************************************  

*** Downloading (PPRO/14.9.0.52/osx10-64) ...  

*** Successfully downloaded (PPRO/14.9.0.52/osx10-64) ...  

This time, we'll use the same command as before, however we'll have Photoshop 2020 open at the same time.

Again, you can see the expected checking and downloading of the titles, however as we move further down...



sudo /usr/local/bin/RemoteUpdateManager
All Updates downloaded successfully ...  

**************************************************  

*** Installing (PPRO/14.9.0.52/osx10-64) ...  

*** Successfully installed (PPRO/14.9.0.52/osx10-64) ...  

*** Installing (PHSP/21.2.5.441/osx10-64) ...  

*** Failed to install (PHSP/21.2.5.441/osx10-64) ...  

Some Updates failed to install ...  

**************************************************  

Following Updates failed to Install :  

(PHSP/21.0/21.2.5/osx10-64)  

**************************************************  

Following Updates were successfully installed :  

(PPRO/14.0/14.9/osx10-64)  

**************************************************  

RemoteUpdateManager exiting with Return Code (2)

You can see RUM failed to install the Photoshop 2020 update as the App was running. Note the log output and the Return Code of 2.


Now Adobe do warn against using RUM to update an application that is open, but do not go into further details on possible issues. In my basic testing, I haven't seen 
any huge issues with this, but it would be worth trying to use RUM in a way to minimise whatever risks Adobe are warning against



/usr/local/bin/RemoteUpdateManager --action=list

The Last example we'll use here is using the list action on RUM, but from within a Jamf policy! 


Although probably not that usable, it was pretty cool that you can see the output, and nicely formatted, in the policy logs.



• Return Code 0


• Everything worked fine


• Return Code 1


• Something didn't work


• Return Code 2


• Something worked, and something else 
didn't

Troubleshooting RUM

One brief last section on RUM, is troubleshooting.

We've seen a few examples of the return codes RUM provides, and these boil down to 3 values:

- Return code 0 - This means that RUM ran and was happy with the task. It could be that all updates downloaded and / or installed fine, or simply that there wasn't any 

updates needed.

- Return code 1 - This means that RUM had an issue and couldn't complete the task. It could be that there wasn't a networking connection, the application was open 

and / or some miscellaneous install error

- Return code 2 - And this means that some of the RUM tasks worked, but others didn't. Typically this would be if there was multiple updates needed and some worked, 

where-as others didn't



• Log File 


• Doesn't matter who ran RUM


• User logged in?


• /Users/[logged in user]/Library/Logs/
RemoteUpdateManager.log


• No user logged in?


• /var/root/Library/Logs/
RemoteUpdateManager.log

Troubleshooting RUM

And last slide on RUM!

RUM will output information on its tasks to a log file. Now the strange thing is this log file location changes depending on who's logged into the device, it doesn't matter if 
a user ran RUM using sudo, a Launch Daemon triggered it, or a management system.

If someone is logged in, the logs will go to the Library > Logs > RemoteUpdateManager.log inside the user's Library folder.

If no one is logged in, this instead goes to the same location, but in root's Library folder.

Strange indeed!



• Can move a device from SDL to NUL


• Not Supported!


• Step 1: Deactivate the license from the portal 
or Adobe Licensing Toolkit


• Step 2: Remove the OperatingConfigs 
directory


• /Library/Application Support/Adobe/
OperatingConfigs

Removing SDL

Although not officially supported (outside of wiping a device), it is possible to remove an SDL from a deployed device, converting it back to a NUL.

I'm afraid its not as simple as clicking the deactivate option in the portal, as the device will automatically reactivate with the SDL the next time an Adobe ID logs in.

Instead you must:

1) Deactivate the license. Again this can be done through the Adobe portal, or by using the Adobe Licensing Toolkit. - This toolkit is available from your Adobe Admin 

console under "tools"

2) Remove the OperatingConfigs directory, found at /Library/Application Support/Adobe/OperatingConfigs

Once done, give the Mac a restart. The next time you launch an Adobe title, the SDL will be removed and the device will need an Adobe ID with some sort of NUL 
attached. 



1. Nuke and Pave


2. Uninstall all the things


3. Uninstaller Packages


4. Command line
Uninstalling Adobe

Talking about removing things, how about removing titles?


Well we have a few options here:

- First of all the simplest option - "Nuke and Pave" . Just wipe and reinstall macOS on that device. 

- The second option, which has become more difficult, is to create an "uninstall all the things" package

- thirdly, we have each managed package's own uninstaller package

- And lastly, the command line.

Lets dive in a little further on these.



• Requires Creative Cloud Packager (CCP)


• CCP is 32-bit


• Output may also be 32-bit?


• Only goes up to CC 2019 titles


• Can remove specific major versions, all major 
versions of one title, and / or multiples Uninstall all the things

We'll skip the Nuke and Pave as that's very much exactly what it sounds like.

For the "uninstall all the things" package, this is something I covered back in my 2019 talk. 

It requires you to have an active copy of CCP that can run. The issue here is that CCP has a number of 32-bit components so you'll need a Mac on macOS 10.14 or older 
in order to even launch the tool.

The outputted removal package may also be 32-bit which again means it'll only work reliably on macOS 10.14 or older.

Last limitation is that it only goes up to the CC 2019 titles for removal, and due to the move to the admin console, this won't likely change.

The real usability of this method comes in the options. 




The CCP uninstall option give you the chance to:

- remove a specific major version of a title

- all major versions of a title

- and / or multiple titles.

In the same package



• Included with every Managed Package


• Included in the downloaded zip file


• Ran as a normally installer


• Munki users can link the uninstaller package 
as the uninstall method


munkiimport /Path/to/AdobePackage_Install.pkg \
--uninstallpkg /Path/to/AdobePackage_Uninstall.pkg

Uninstaller Packages

For the uninstaller packages, you'll find these included with every managed package you produce from the admin console. These will be inside the same zip bundle you 
download that contains your installer package.

You would load these into your management system of choice and run them as a normal package to remove your Adobe title.

For Munki users, you can import the uninstaller package, along with the install package and link the two, using the uninstallpkg option. This means when you move the 
respective Adobe title from a Managed Install to a Managed uninstall, Munki will use the uninstaller package to perform the removal.



• Must be "Hyper Drive" Adobe installers


• Requires knowing the SAP Code and Base 
Version of the title


• May not be supported any longer?


"/Library/Application Support/Adobe/Adobe Desktop Common/

HDBox/Setup" --uninstall=1 --sapCode=PHSP \

--baseVersion=17.0 --platform=osx10-64 \

--deleteUserPreferences=true

Uninstall from CLI

And lastly, uninstall from the command line.

This will work for any titles that have "Hyper Drive" installers. This was a newer installation technology Adobe developed and almost all, if not all, Adobe titles should be 
on this by now.

To use the command line tool, you'll need to know both the SAP Code and Base Version of the item or items you wish to remove.

I have an example command shown above. Lets break that down a bit



"/Library/Application Support/Adobe/Adobe Desktop Common/HDBox/Setup" \
--uninstall=1 \
--sapCode=PHSP \
--baseVersion=17.0 \
--platform=osx10-64 \
--deleteUserPreferences=true

This first line is the path to the tool, as installed when you deployed your Adobe title or titles.

Note the spaces! Make sure you quote or escape these as needed 



"/Library/Application Support/Adobe/Adobe Desktop Common/HDBox/Setup" \
--uninstall=1 \
--sapCode=PHSP \
--baseVersion=17.0 \
--platform=osx10-64 \
--deleteUserPreferences=true

This first option provided to the tool is the uninstall flag to - you guessed - let the tool know we want to run an uninstall!



"/Library/Application Support/Adobe/Adobe Desktop Common/HDBox/Setup" \
--uninstall=1 \
--sapCode=PHSP \
--baseVersion=17.0 \
--platform=osx10-64 \
--deleteUserPreferences=true

https://helpx.adobe.com/uk/enterprise/admin-guide.html/uk/enterprise/kb/apps-deployed-
without-base-versions.ug.html

The next option is the SAP Code of the title we wish to uninstall. 

These aren't always obvious but adobe has a reference table at the above URL.



"/Library/Application Support/Adobe/Adobe Desktop Common/HDBox/Setup" \
--uninstall=1 \
--sapCode=PHSP \
--baseVersion=17.0 \
--platform=osx10-64 \
--deleteUserPreferences=true

https://helpx.adobe.com/uk/enterprise/admin-guide.html/uk/enterprise/kb/apps-deployed-
without-base-versions.ug.html

Next up,  is the Base Version, or major version, of the title we wish to uninstall. 

These will rarely, if ever, match the PR version (e.g. Photoshop 2020 won't have a base version of 20.0) but again Adobe has a reference table at the same URL for these.

If you don't see the version you need available, scroll down to the "Previous Versions" section 



"/Library/Application Support/Adobe/Adobe Desktop Common/HDBox/Setup" \
--uninstall=1 \
--sapCode=PHSP \
--baseVersion=17.0 \
--platform=osx10-64 \
--deleteUserPreferences=true

Next up is the platform, for Mac devices this would normally be as shown above. I've not had a chance to try this on an Apple Silicon device, but I'd guess this may need 
to change. Currently, this key isn't detailed by Adobe's documentation



"/Library/Application Support/Adobe/Adobe Desktop Common/HDBox/Setup" \
--uninstall=1 \
--sapCode=PHSP \
--baseVersion=17.0 \
--platform=osx10-64 \
--deleteUserPreferences=true

The last option shown here is the delete user preferences. 

With this set to true, the tool will also try to remove any related preferences in user areas. Personally, I'd suggest setting this to false, unless you have a specific need to 
remove these items. 



--removeAll=All
--eulaAccepted=1

Two additional options not shown in my example.

the remove all flag will try to remove all Adobe titles. If using this, you can omit the SAP Code and Base version options



--removeAll=All
--eulaAccepted=1

And the very last option here is the EULA Accepted one.

This is an undocumented flag to automatically accept the EULA when removing all installed titles.

Thanks to Foigus on Slack for sharing that discovery.



• CCDA used as the primary licensing tool


• Also used for user interaction


• Cannot be uninstalled if there are other titles

Uninstalling CCDA

With uninstallations, there's one additional gotcha to be aware of - The CCDA cannot be removed if there is at least one Adobe title still present on the device.

The CCDA is used for both licensing of local installations, as well as user interactions - such as Adobe ID logins - so it kind of makes sense.

Whatever workflows you use to remove your titles, bear this in mind, and build around this limitation.



Support and Troubleshooting

Right, you've got everything setup and running.

But what if you have an issue, or hit some unexpected behaviour?

What can you do?



• Support Numbers


• https://helpx.adobe.com/entp/adobe-
creative-cloud-team-support-numbers.html


• Admin Console


• Admin Console > Support > "Start Chat" or 
"Request Expert Session"


• User Voice


• https://helpx.adobe.com/x-productkb/
global/how-to-user-voice.html

Adobe Support

So first of all, you're paying Adobe's licensing so it stands to reason you should go to them for support!

Adobe have a list of all their international numbers at the above link, including multi-language support lines.

Another way to log a support ticket is via your admin console.

This can be found at Admin Console > Support > "Start Chat" or "Request Expert Session"

The request expert session option is great if you're having difficulty setting up SDL as you'll get to the right people to help.

Lastly, the User Voice forum can be helpful - For Jamf customers this is basically the Feature Request section of Jamf Nation. It's worth taking a look through here and 
upvoting / commenting on any that would be helpful to you. It can also be used to report bugs




• Announcement of Long Term Support (LTS)


• Included with all Teams and Enterprise 
customers


• Full support of all current latest products


• Security updates only for previous products, 
under LTS


• Anything older has minimal support and no 
patches


• Titles more than 3 versions behind are not 
supported and not available for download

LTS Support

Now I'll dive into a few support-related changes that have occurred over the last year

Back in December 2020 Adobe announced their Long Term Support (or LTS) guidelines.

They also used this opportunity to clarify their areas of support for products.

LTS is automatically available to all Teams and Enterprise customers, including education

They'll provide full support for all current latest products. This means security and feature patches for all 2021 titles only, currently.

For the next oldest set of products (currently the 2020 suite), these will only get security patches for customers with LTS Support.

Anything older than this will have minimal support and no further patches, including no security patches.

AND! Any titles more than 3 versions behind are not supported and not available for download




Titles more than 3 versions behind 
are not supported and not available 

for download

Let me just go through that again.

Any titles more than 3 version behind are not supported by Adobe.

Additionally, you will not be able to download these through the admin console. 


This follows the same line as Apple and a lot of other Apple software developers so hopefully shouldn't be too much of a problem. However if you do have a genuine 
need to run the older Adobe titles, the recommendation is to keep all installers you currently have somewhere safe and backed up.



It's Dead...


Please leave it that way

Adobe Flash Player

Next up - Adobe Flash Player

It's dead. Finally going the way of the Dodo. 

In the middle of January 2021 Adobe activated a kill-switch to stop Flash content from running. They also reiterated that any Flash Player installs should be removed 
immediately and no support or patches would be provided.

I know it's possible to mess around with the date and time to get it running again - but please, please don't do this. It's a huge risk and I'd even go as far as to say it's a 
very bad idea. 


One extra point to note, there is indeed a flash player framework within the Animate application. This is still supported and patched by Adobe for certain use cases and is 
unrelated to usage in a browser on the device. Please do not try to manually remove this as it'll cause issues in Animate.




Random folder 
appearing in 


~/Documents

This was a strange one! 

Back in March this year, Adobe users reported a random Library directory appearing in their Documents folder which they did not have permissions to access.

This was a bug introduced by CCDA running an update from v5.3 to v5.4 


Any newer update released to CCDA should have resolved this, but if you still see it on some devices, it should be safe to remove, but will need local administrator rights.



https://helpx.adobe.com/enterprise/admin-guide.html/
enterprise/using/sdl-deployment-guide.ug.html

SDL Deployment 
Guide

So I've tried to cover as much relevant information as possible in this talk, as well as my previous 3 talks. However there's always areas I've had to gloss over, or stick to 
a high level description of. Also, and this is true of myself, sometimes I like to see a few different ways of covering the same material to ensure I fully understand it.


So, I would strongly recommend you take some time to read over the Adobe documentation to ensure you can take advantage of every part of the SDL system that you 
can. To help, Adobe have a great Deployment Guide that I can't recommend enough, which you can find at the link above.



https://helpx.adobe.com/enterprise/admin-guide.html/
enterprise/using/sdl-whats-new.ug.html

SDL

What's new

Although its not been updated in over a year, there is also a nice SDL "what's new" KB that was being updated with the changes and new features of their SDL product.


It certainly made writing this updated talks easier!



https://helpx.adobe.com/enterprise/kb/sdl-
known-issues.html 

SDL

Known Issues

And there is also an SDL Known Issue KB article that is worth consulting if you're hitting any unexpected problems. 



• Log files in multiple locations


• Adobe Log Collector tool


• https://helpx.adobe.com/uk/creative-cloud/
kb/cc-log-collector.html


• Needs local admin rights


• Outputs a zxp file


• Rename to .zip and open


• Helpful for troubleshooting deployment and 
installation issues

Log Collector

Adobe products and installers will put log and config files in various places on a device which can make troubleshooting issues much harder. 

To help with this they have a free tool called the Adobe Log Collector tool. You can download this from the link above.

When you have reproduced the issue, launch and run the tool to collect all the logging information and copy them to a central location. The tool will need you to 
authenticate as a local admin user and will talk you through the process.

The outputted file is a compressed file in the zxp format.

Simply rename this file to .zip, decompress and you can browse through the logs

This is especially helpful for troubleshooting deployment and installation issues



• Admin Console > Insights > Logs > Audit Log


• Troubleshooting user changes and licensing


• Logs kept for 90-days


• Viewable in web page


• Exportable to CSV


• https://helpx.adobe.com/enterprise/admin-
guide.html/enterprise/using/audit-logs.ug.html

Audit Logs

A recent addition to the admin console, is the Audit logs, accessible at Admin Console > Insights > Logs > Audit Log.

These logs can be helpful for troubleshooting things like users being added or removed, changes in group membership as well as possibly why a user may have had a 
license removed or added.

These logs are kept for 90-days so you should have plenty of time to dig back in to help with any issues you may have.

Logs are both viewable in the console, or exportable as a CSV

As with all these kind of things, Adobe have a great KB on the subject



• MacAdmins Slack


• #Adobe


• Talks


• MacAdmins at Penn State - “Deployment 
considerations and workflows for Adobe 
CC2019 in Education”


• MacAdmins at Penn State - “What’s new 
with Adobe 2020 in Education”

Other Resources

So we've covered a lot of Adobe support materials but there is other resources you could use.

first of all is the MacAdmins Slack and specifically the #adobe channel. Myself and a lot of other Adobe Admins hang out there, happy to help if we can.

Next up, yes a bit of a plug, but other talks including my previous ones!




• Blogs


• Mac Mule Blog - https://macmule.com/tag/
adobe/


• Sound Mac Guy Blog - https://
soundmacguy.wordpress.com/?s=adobe


• MacOS X Bytes Blog - https://
macosxbytes.wordpress.com/tag/adobe/


• Daz Wallace Blog - https://
dazwallace.wordpress.com/tag/adobe/


• #blog-feed

Other Resources

And lastly, blogs!

We have Mac Mule, Sound Mac Guy, MacOS X Bytes blogs, as well as my own that have been mentioned throughout this talk. 

All of which can also be found in the Blog Feed channel of MacAdmins Slack, so feel free to join to spot new posts as they are released



One more thing...

So that's the bulk of the talk covered. But one more thing...



Can you deploy CS6 Fireworks to 
macOS Big Sur?

I did promise to share if you could actually deploy CS6's Fireworks to Big Sur...?


And the answer is...



No*

* probably

No, at least I could not.


In order to produce an installer package for Fireworks, I needed the old Creative Cloud Packager. As this is a 32-bit App, I needed to use a 10.14 macOS VM to create 
the package. 

In theory, this also meant at least some of the deployment tools inside the package would be 32-bit, resulting in the package almost certainly not installing successfully. 


But even before that point, I got repeated failures to download the Adobe Fireworks components before I could even produce the package. It looks like this one may 
finally have died off...



Blog Post

https://dazwallace.wordpress.com/?p=1767

Thanks again for listening to me ramble on, and I hope you got some benefit out of things I've covered today. 

All the links, and a copy of the slides should now be available at the above link.


Thanks!




